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Reconstruction of the history of medicine, of portraits of its active workers, recol-
lections about them in our current existence enable us to understand the experience of 
former generations as well as to build our future.

The National Scientific Medical Library of Ukraine carrying out the multi-sided re-
search program  “ Documentary Recollections of Ukraine „ began the series „ Medical 
Bibliographistics”, the first edition of the bibliographic glossary  “Medicine in Ukraine. 
Outstanding Physicians. End of the XVII – First Half of the XIX Century” having ap-
peared already in 1997.
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In  2005, the first part of the work “Medicine in Ukraine. Letters A-K (Second Half 
of the XIX - Beginning of the XX Century)” was published.

Here we represent the second part of this work published in 2012  (Letters L-S). This 
volume contains 560 biographies of physicians having brought a valuable contribution 
to the progress of medical science in Ukraine.  There is also information concerning 
medical specialists including a lot of persons of Polish origin   who had not been born 
in Ukraine, but had worked with great success for the development of medical science 
in our country. 

It is possible to recall many Polish physicians of outstanding activities in Ukraine 
including the names of  Erazm Brzeziński (1794 – 1879), Teofil Wdowikowski (1834 – 
1916), Włodzimierz Wysokowicz (1854 – 1912), Seweryn Gałęzowski (1801 – 1878), 
Henryk Hubert Korwin-Krasiński (1833 – 1890), Antoni Izydor Mars (1851 – 1918), 
Andrzej Obrzut(1854 – 1910), Leonard Bronisław Radziszewski (1838 – 1914), Ka-
zimierz Sulima Przyborowski (1824 – 1879), Henryk Karol Kadyi (1851 – 1911), Jan 
Rudolf Raczyński (1859 – 1918), Wacław Zachariasz Sobierański (1860 – 1902).

Due to these glorious persons we have now a possibility to describe in details the 
true  image of each epoch and to understand each epoch advances in different filds of 
medical activity.

If we compare the century-old friendship of our two peoples to the apple-tree in the 
paradise, it is possible to understand this tree contemporain abundant fecundity due  to 
its deep roots.  
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